
SPRING HALLELU (Zach Thomas, winter of 2018) Capo 2, C chords

1. (C)Winter’s ice is melting, (F)daffodils are blooming, and
(Em)Pollen deco(Am)rates the front porch (G)swing, (F#), 
Soft (F)breezes whisper low, someone’s (C)coming that I (Am)know,
And that (C)faithful friend I (G7)welcome in is (C)Spring. (C7)

Hal-le (F) lu! Hallelu  Hal-le (C) lu!  Halle(Am)lu
(C)Here comes heavenly goodness (G7)shinin’ (C)through.

TAG last line (instrumental) (G)

2. (C)The garden waits for seeds now. (F)Which ones shall I choose? 
I (Em)love zucchini, and (Am)oh-how fast it (G)grows! (F#), 
Thank (F)God for okra pods, they make a (C)tasty gumbo (Am)stew, 
I’ll need (C)onions, tomatoes (G7)and some orega(C)no. (C7)

Hal-le (F) lu! Hallelu  Hal-le (C) lu!  Halle(Am)lu
(C)Plenty of room at the table for (G7)me and (C)you.  (G)

BREAK (verse melody) (G)
3. (C)Digging in the rich black dirt, I get to (F)thinkin’ ‘bout the earth, 
It’s (Em)where I come from, (Am)and it’s where I (G)go. (F#), 
(F)Maybe I’m just like a seed, getting (C)ready for another (Am)birth, 
Oh, the (C)Mysteries keep (G7)growing in my (C)soul. (C7)

Hal-le (F) lu! Hallelu  Hal-le (C) lu!  Oh (Am)yeah
(C)Spring is making every(G7)thing like (C)new. (G)

BREAK (verse melody)
Hal-le (F) lu! Hallelu  Hal-le (C) lu!  Oh (Am)yeah
(C)Must be heavenly goodness (G7)shining (C)through, (C7)’cause
(F)I can hear bees hummin’. (C)And I know a (F)friend is comin’ (F#) 
(G)I’m so glad it’s Spring! Hal le (F)lu -- C,G7,C



SPRING HALLELU (Zach Thomas, winter of 2018)
1. Winter’s ice is melting, daffodils are blooming, and
Pollen decorates the front porch swing,  
Soft breezes whisper low, someone’s coming that I know,
And that faithful friend I welcome in is Spring. 

REFRAiN: Hallelu! Hallelu  Hallelu!  Hallelu
Here comes heavenly goodness shinin’ through.

2. The garden waits for seeds now. Which ones shall I choose? 
I love zucchini, and oh-how fast it grows!, 
Thank God for okra pods, they make a tasty gumbo stew, 
I’ll need onions, tomatoes and some oregano. REFRAIN
BREAK (verse melody) 

3. Digging in the rich black dirt, I get to thinkin’ ‘bout the earth, 
It’s where I come from, and it’s where I go, 
Maybe I’m just like a seed, getting ready for another birth, 
Oh, the Mysteries keep growing in my soul. REFRAIN
BREAK (verse melody)

Hallelu! Hallelu  Hallelu!  Oh yeah
Must be heavenly goodness shining through, ’cause
I can hear bees hummin’, And I know a friend is comin’  
I’m so glad it’s Spring! Hallelu!


